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ISSUE XXIV

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
A digital image is made of millions of tiny colored points called
“pixels”. Pixels are similar in shape but different in colors. Placed altogether
in a frame, they create the atmosphere, the shade, the warmth and the
form. Although static, they draw a picture, tell a story, or describe an event.
In this world, we are the pixels forming the whole picture, telling our own
story, and making the event. Children of God in humanity, we are alike but
also unique as individuals.
Unfortunately, the global frame, rich in opportunities and
challenges, hides behind its promising expectations and enriching potentials
the risk of inclusiveness. “Inclusiveness” is the new risk, the risk of
forgetting our own gifts, potentials, and personal dreams. We are driven to
be like others and behave like them, accept the de-facto situations, and if
we feel like doing something, we aim at what is called “interactive” that
could easily become “reactive” instead of being simply “active”. We invent
situations called “proactive” which simply means to start an action that
triggers a reaction. Of course I am talking about the misuse of interactivity
and pro-activity. The risk of this misuse is so high because we are not
trained to use such tools. To illustrate the above I will relate to some
examples.
Despite the Unifying potentials of globalization, we have to
recognize that the divisions of the world are present among us. The question
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remains: what have we done until now? Did we properly use the technical
potentials to eradicate poverty, promote healthcare, restore dignity of the
oppressed, and liberate the prisoners of all kinds of modern slavery? We are
all similar “Pixels” but similarity did not lead us to solidarity or unity.
Inclusiveness puts us in the same melting pot, but makes us are more
divided, scattered, torn and broken into factions, ethnicities, religions,
confessions, classes, casts, north and south, poor and rich, strong and weak.
The new generation is challenged to monitor and transform
globalization. Our Lebanese youth are called to work alongside peoples of
the entire world for a radical transformation of our societies and most of
all our hearts and minds.
We have become apathetic to suffering and injustice. Among us

∫ƒ°ü◊G áHƒ©°Uh Éæ«∏Y ≈≤∏ŸG πª◊G π≤K »©f πg ?AGƒ¡dGh AÉŸG

are many who suffer the consequences of economic globalization: persons,
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youth living in economic insecurity and unemployment; those laboring

abused and yet caring for life and children who are denied their rights;
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painfully hit by poverty, those pushed away and alienated from the land,
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these people are often the most vulnerable to diseases. We have to confess
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exploitative

conditions;

the

many

caught

in

unjust

trade

relationships and debt slavery. There are people with disabilities and others
living at the margins of society. People of color are often the first and most
the earth - battered, depleted and exploited. Denied of their sustenance,
that many of us have failed to respond in solidarity.
We are tempted to give in to comfort and its empty promises when
we ought to choose costly discipleship and change. We are driven to accept
oppression and suffering as a given when we should keep our hope and
advocate for justice and liberation. We are tempted to give in to
materialism and the reign of money. We play to the rules of greed and
conform to political and military power when we should align ourselves with
the poor and excluded people. Let us not be afraid of change, or seek
alternatives. Let us work for justice by resisting destructive global
structures, proclaiming with hope the transformation of our world.
God, you send us out to care for the earth and to share all what is
necessary for life and the community; to resist and to denounce all that
denies life; to love our neighbors and to do what is just, so that where there
was death, there will be life; so that your “Imprints” become “Happenings”.
So let Thy will on earth be.

FATHER GEORGE DIMAS
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CELEBRATIONS

T

»eCG ∂d ,»Ñ∏b IôgR ¤EG

eacher’s Day: An Inspiring Celebration
Everyone

hurried

into

the

lunch

.È°üdG ÆQÉØH QGPBG 21 QÉ¡f äÉ°VhôdG º°ùb ô¶àæj ΩÉY πµc

hall

Gòg øe kGÒÑc kÉ£°ùb º°ù≤dG Gòg äÉª∏©eh ƒª∏©àe »°†Á ΩÉY πµc

sweeping the rain drops off their shoulders, taking

.Ωƒ«dG Gò¡d Ò°†ëàdG ‘ ô¡°ûdG

the week’s fatigue off along with their coats. It was

,á˘˘Mô˘˘a ´ƒ˘˘eOh ,äÉ˘˘µ˘ ë˘ °†H äÉ˘˘°Vhô˘˘dG º˘˘°ùb ≈˘˘æ˘ Ñ˘ e Å˘˘∏˘ àÁ ΩÉ˘˘Y π˘˘µ˘ ˘c

an opportunity for all the family of the Four Sister

...≈≤«°Sƒeh m¿ÉZCGh

Schools, without any exception, to gather in order

äBÉ˘ ˘ ˘LÉ˘˘ ˘ ØŸÉ˘˘ ˘ H kÓ˘ ˘ ˘ª
q fi ¿É˘˘ ˘ c ó˘˘ ˘ ≤˘ ˘ ˘a ,±ƒ˘˘ ˘ dÉC ŸG ø˘˘ ˘ Y ΩÉ˘˘ ˘ ©˘ ˘ ˘ dG Gò˘˘ ˘ ˘g êô˘˘ ˘ ˘î˘ ˘ ˘ j ⁄h

to celebrate teacher’s day. The celebration was

ΩÉ¨fCG ≈∏Y ”É¡eCG ™e ¿ƒª∏©àŸG ¢übQ å«M áfÉ°†◊G ±ƒØ°üH GC óÑf .äÉWÉ°ûædGh

organized by the Teachers' Committee in the Four

Qƒ°U É¡Ñ∏b ‘ â∏ªM »àdG ábƒ°ùYódG ÚjõJ ≈∏Y GƒfhÉ©J ºK øeh ,≈≤«°SƒŸG

Sister Schools and the schools' administration, and

¤G ∫É≤àf’G âbh ¿ÉM ,¬fÉµe §≤∏ŸG »©°V ÉeÉe{ :äÉª∏©àŸG ióMG âdÉb .∫ÉØWC’G

took

on

ÜÉ©dC’G ájhGR ¤G ÉgOƒ≤àd É¡eG ó«H ∂°ù“ áª∏©àŸG ∂∏J âfÉch .ziôNG ájhGR

Wednesday, March 8th. Father Dimas commenced

.IQƒ°üdG ∫ÉªcE’ IÌ©ÑŸG IOQƒdG AGõLG ¿ƒ©ªéj ¿ƒª∏©àŸG ¿Éc å«M Iô◊G

with an inspiring message where he highlighted the

äÉjƒ∏◊G ∫hÉæJ øe ó
q H ’ ¿Éc ,•É°ûædG AÉ¡àfG ó©Hh .zÉeÉe ≈∏MC’ IOQh ≈∏MCÉa{

very

place

in

the

demanding

Gefinor,

yet

Rotana

achievable

Hotel

mission

of

.áfÉ°†◊G ∞°U »ª∏©àe …ójCG É¡à©æ°U »àdG

educators whose ultimate reward is raising a

øe º¡JÉ¡eCGh ¿ƒª∏©àŸG π≤æJ ó≤a ,¤hC’G á°VhôdG ±ƒØ°U ‘ ÉeCG

generation we can rely on and be fond of. He

ÚjõJ ‘ GƒcQÉ°ûàa .á≤«bO Iô°ûY ¢ùªN πc ¢SôL π
q c ´ôb ™e ôNBG ¤EG ∞°U

indicated that our primary focus and concern will

√òg øY È©J »àdG ÊÉZC’G Ghó°ûfCGh ,™«Hô
q dG π°üa Qƒ°U â∏ªM »àdG ¿ƒë°üdG

always be the learners since they are to take care

É˘©k ˘«˘é˘°ûJ Úª˘∏˘©˘àŸG äÉ˘˘aÉ˘˘à˘ g âdÉ˘˘©˘ Jh .á˘˘°VÉ˘˘jô˘˘dG ∞˘˘°U ‘ Gƒ˘˘≤˘ HÉ˘˘°ùJ É˘˘ª˘ c ,á˘˘Ñ˘ °SÉ˘˘æŸG

of us when we grow old and to serve our country. He

¿CG ≈æªàj º∏©àe π
q c ¿Éµa .z´ô°SC’G âfG ,iƒbC’G âfG ,ÉeÉe Éj Ój{ :º¡JÉ¡eC’

added that the current hardship faced by our

º¡JÉ¡eq C’ O’hC’G Ωó
q b QÉ¡ædG Gòg ΩÉàN ‘h .äÉjôNC’G ≈∏Y ¬JódGh RƒØJ

country can be defied primarily through education.

.ºgAÉª°SCG πª– kÉHƒ∏b

Ms. Dalida Rizk, a member of the Administrative

º˘˘¡˘JÉ˘˘¡˘ eq GC h ¿ƒ˘˘ª˘ ∏˘ ©˘ àŸG ΩÉ˘˘b ,á˘˘«˘ fÉ˘˘ã˘ dG á˘˘°Vhô˘˘dG ±ƒ˘˘Ø˘ °U ¤EG ∫ƒ˘˘°Uƒ˘˘dÉ˘˘Hh

Support Department, was afterwards honored for

,äÉ¡eC’G iód á∏°†ØŸG AÉ«°TC’ÉH áëF’ ,kÉ≤Ñ°ùe ó
q YGoC ób ¿Éc ,ÜÉàc ≈∏Y øjhóàdÉH

her 25 years of service. Then, Lunch was served and

Éæµa .π°†ØŸG ô£©dG ,π°†ØŸG ¿ƒ∏dG ,á∏°†ØŸG áÑLƒdG :∫ÉãŸG π«Ñ°S ≈∏Y É¡æe ôcòf

all the teachers, staff and monitors enjoyed the

∑É˘˘æ˘ g ø˘˘e ô˘˘NGB h z?á˘˘∏˘ °†ØŸG ∂à˘˘Ñ˘ Lh »˘˘g É˘˘e ?É˘˘eÉ˘˘e{ :∫ƒ˘˘≤˘ j É˘˘æ˘ g ø˘˘e kÉ˘ Jƒ˘˘ °U ™˘˘ ª˘ ˘°ùf

meal and the jolly music played by the band. The

á£«°ùH äGhOCG øe á«q ≤«°Sƒe ä’BG Gƒ©æ°U Éªc .z?Ú©°†J ô£Y …CG !ÉeÉe Éj{ :∫AÉ°ùàj

celebration was colored with lots of smiling,

IOQh ¥GQhCG ≈∏Yh .á«≤«°Sƒe á∏ØM ‘ ÉæfCÉch áaô¨dG AÉLQCG ‘ É¡eÉ¨fCG âdÉ©J

picture-taking, and warm wishes.

.OÉ°ûfE’Gh AÉæ¨dÉH ¿Éµa ΩÉàÿG ÉeCG .º¡d Qƒ°üH Égƒ≤aQCG ÒHÉ©àdG πªLCG kÉ©e Gƒ q£N
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LEARNING THROUGH FUN

A

C

visit to the Central Bank

reative Imprints

On March 23rd, Grade 12 Sociology and

From November 2005 up till Saturday

Economics learners visited the Central Bank. They

March 18, 2006 a large number of our Upper

were received by a guide there who introduced

Elementary, Intermediate & Secondary learners at

them with the bank’s structure. Afterwards, the

the Sister Schools were busy preparing for the

learners attended a presentation where they were

Science, Technology & Math Fair. In fact, the fair

informed about the functions and responsibilities

helps us educators help our learners develop many

of the central bank which was the subject under

skills

discussion in their economics classes. They took a

thinking and group work. It can also be considered

closer look at how the bank is responsible for the

as the barometer of creativity.

including

the

scientific

process,

logical

production of the Lebanese money bills, protecting
and

supervising

other

private

local

banks,

maintaining the value of the Lebanese Lira with
respect

to

other

currencies,

following

the

government’s money and assets issues, etc…
The second presentation they attended was
conducted by the foreign exchange head manager who
briefed them with the relationship between the
Lebanese economy and the global economy. He
discussed the fact that trading and politics have a
major impact on the stability of the Lebanese economy.
The final presentation was given by an
employee

from

the

Information

However, the learners were not the only

Technology

Department at the bank. He explained that the

ones

working

hard

various departments and sections of the bank

committees of Science, Math and Technology

function through systems, software, and machines.

teachers were formed to facilitate the learners’

The visit was finalized by a tour of the central

work and ensure the success of the Fair. The

this

bank’s mini museum where the learners had the

judging

chance to see money bills which date 100 years back.

administration, and parents.

event;

included

several

teachers,

It checked the

Sara Raydan - Salim Jurdi

projects and rated them according to previously

Grade 12 SE

set criteria. As for the data entry, we would like
to thank the volunteer learners from G12 at SMOC

zÜ{ ¢SOÉ°ùdG ∞°üdG ‘ áªcÉfi

whose output was very fast and reliable. Finally,
the winning projects were announced and they

,¢SOÉ°ùdG ∞°üdG ‘ ¢SQóo
s J »àdG á«fóŸG á«HÎdG IOÉe ¥É«°S ‘
πc
QhO ìô°ûj zÉ¡JÉ°ù°SDƒeh É¡°ù°SCG ,á«fÉæÑ∏dG ádhódG{ ¿Gƒæ©H Qƒfi áªK
x

were: Cloning, Saving the Bay, Wind generator,
Solar System, Solid Figures, Le Cercle, Extremom

kÉ˘ ˘aGÎYGh .Qƒ˘˘ °†◊Gh ,IÉ˘˘ °†≤˘˘ dGh ,ÚeÉÙGh ,¬˘˘ «˘ ˘ ∏˘ ˘ Y ≈˘˘ ˘YóŸGh ,»˘˘ ˘YóŸG ø˘˘ ˘e

Problem, and Towers of Hanoi.

áÑ©°ûdG ƒª∏©àe πqãe ,ºq∏©àdG á∏Môe ≥aGôj …òdG »≤«Ñ£àdG ÖfÉ÷G á«ªgCÉH
,º°ù≤dG á°ù«FQh ,IOÉŸG ≥°ùæe øe πc
Égô°†M áªcÉfi á°ü◊G ájÉ¡f ‘ zÜ{
w
.∞°üdG äÉª∏©eh
Ó˘˘ Mz á˘˘ ª˘ ˘∏˘ ˘©˘ ˘àŸÉ˘˘ H π˘˘ uã˘ ˘ª˘ ˘àŸG AÉ˘˘ ˘YO’G »˘˘ ˘eÉfi Qƒ˘˘ ˘°†ë˘˘ ˘H á˘˘ ˘©˘ ˘ aGôŸG â“
ó˘˘ ˘ª˘ ˘ MGC z »˘˘ ˘°VÉ˘˘ ˘≤˘ ˘ dG ±Gô˘˘ ˘°TEG â– ,z¥É˘˘ ˘jó˘˘ ˘°T GQÉ˘˘ ˘j{ ´É˘˘ ˘aó˘˘ ˘dG »˘˘ ˘eÉfih ,z≈˘˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘ £˘ ˘ °üe
ÖÑ°ùH âæjOGCo »àdG É¡«∏Y ≈YóŸG
q QhO z»bO’ ÉæjO{ áª∏©àŸG â∏qãe .z»°ù«ª°T
,Ió˘˘ gÉ˘˘ °ûdGh ,á˘˘ ª˘ ∏˘ ©ŸG ø˘˘ Y IQÉ˘˘ Ñ˘ Y Gƒ˘˘ fÉ˘˘ µ˘ a Oƒ˘˘ ¡˘ °ûdG É˘˘ eGC .¿É˘˘ ë˘ ˘à˘ ˘e’G ‘ É˘˘ ¡˘ ˘°ûZ
z»°ù∏HÉf IQÉ°S{ ‹GƒàdG ≈∏Y äÉ«°üî°ûdG √òg πqãe óbh .áªµÙG ‘ IóYÉ°ùŸGh
.Qƒ°†◊G ∞°üdG ƒª∏©àe ôFÉ°S πqµ°Th .zOƒªfi Ëôe{h zøjódG ô°UÉf ìôa{h
AGOCÓdh É¡H â∏– »àdG á«©bGƒ∏d kGô¶f ™«ª÷G ÜÉéYEG áªcÉÙG âdÉf
∫ÓN äÉjô¶f øe √ƒª∏©J Ée ¤EG kGOÉæà°SG ¿ƒª∏©àŸG √ô¡XCG …òdG ™FGôdG
¿Éaô°T ¢ùjƒL

committee

for

.√ÓYCG QƒcòŸG QƒÙG

á«fóŸG á«HÎdG IOÉe á°SQóe
3
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ACTIVITIES AT SMOC

M

y book, My Treasure

Joseph

Addison,

the

famous

English

politician and writer, once said, “Reading to the
mind is what exercise is to the body.” The raving
technological storm has made its way primarily to
the means our young generations resort to for
entertainment. With the introduction and the fast
spread of video games, computer games, internet

Z

chatting,

...etc,

diminished.

oom in on the Activities

learners’

Because

we

reading
highly

habits

believe

in

have
the

importance and the benefits of reading as a leisure
activity, we decided to conduct various projects and

Where are all the learners going? It's not time

activities which help today’s educators redirect and

to leave yet! Are you wondering what's happening?

encourage learners of all ages to read on their own.

It's activity time! The learners are busy joining their

The first step was to increase the number of

different activity-areas. Some seem excited but then

story telling activities and library visits. Moreover, a

some are not. They are becoming more demanding

storytelling techniques workshop was conducted where

every year. Nevertheless, the activities are being

Teachers shared their storytelling skills and ideas.

updated yearly to satisfy their needs and fit all

Another step in this process was the preparation and

tastes and interests. Though it's a tough job, but the

the launching of the National Reading Week in the

outcome is always rewarding, for the ultimate

Preschool and Lower Elementary Divisions under the

purpose of those activities is to broaden the learners'

motto “My book, My Treasure”. The various extended

horizons and introduce them to real life applications.

reading activities aim at showing the learners first

Some of the new activities launched this year

hand evidence of how fun and beneficial reading is as

are: Engraving, Puppet-Making, Mosaic, Artistic

well as encouraging their parents to read to them. On

Make-up and Interior Design.

the other hand, we suggested that the story of the

To sum up, I'll leave you with few excerpts

first day in this week be about reading. Thus, Ms. May

written by our learners about their activities:

Shbaklo came up with the idea of writing a book,
zIAGô≤dG ÖMCG ’ ÉfCG{ , about a child who doesn’t like to read

"Engraving made me proud because it helped me in
my difficulties in drawing."
"Puppet-Making

is

and how he reached the realization that reading is

Mohamad Mehio-G5B

easily

understood;

fun and useful after he spent a National Reading
Week in class. The book was illustrated by Ms. Rania

it

Al Kurdi and is to become part of every Lower

reflects who we are. It's filled with life, colors and

Elementary

beauty…It was an interesting experience….to make

class’s

mini

classroom

library.

In conclusion, and as Walt Disney said:

a non-living puppet a living one…" Ghida Itani-G7B

“There is more treasure in books than in pirates’
loot on Treasure Island.”

“we were introduced to Artistic Make-up in general

Missan Stouhi - IEN Assistant

and how we can use it in our daily life… it gave
those interested in pursuing this domain at a
tertiary level a great idea of what it's about…"
Youssef Al-Zein-11SB
"Though interior design is personally not what
I aim to do at university, we can't deny the fact that
this activity has widened our concepts. For instance,
we learned how to divide the rooms of a house, scale
its furniture, chose the appropriate colors, etc... only
in few sessions!"
Riwa Kabbani & Dania Hariri-G12 LS
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CULTURAL EVENTS

A

bout the Cultural Program...
Wishing to look at the Cultural Program

through learners’ eyes, we asked them to evaluate
the program; here is what some wrote:
I have been asked to comment on all aspects
of the cultural program. At first it sounded hard
since

transmitting

the

message

this

program

carries is not an easy task, as the subjects,
discussions and presentations sometimes get lost

≈eódG ⁄ÉY ‘

due to constant distractions. Then I came to realize
the one big problem which is quite perceptible.

,IÒ¨°üdG IQòÑdG ,IOQh ∞dCG ,ƒfÉ«ÑdG ,¿ÉªµdG ,ƒæ«ZÉHÉH ,QGRƒe

Certain individuals have lost the will to listen,

É¡d øµdh ,øjÒãµd áYƒæàe ÊÉ©e πª– ÉÃQ äGQÉÑY ....,íjôdG ,¢VQC’G

comprehend

also

á≤∏◊G - á«FGóàH’G á∏MôŸG »ª∏©àeh äÉ°VhôdG º°ùb »ª∏©àŸ ¢UÉN ∫ƒdóe

influence their friends thus spreading the plague.

á°SQóe ìô°ùe ‘ ÉghógÉ°T Úà∏dG Úà«Mô°ùŸG ¿ƒª°†e ó°ùŒ »¡a ;¤hC’G

What shocks me the most though is that many

.á«°ùcPƒKQ’G IQÉ°ûÑdG

and

evaluate,

whereby

they

treasures may be hidden inside the minds of those
unwilling people which may prove useful for others.

π˘˘£˘ H ,¥ƒ˘˘ «˘q ˘ Y É˘˘ fƒ˘˘ ª˘ ∏˘ ©˘ à˘ e ≥˘˘ aGQ ,á˘˘ «˘ Ñ˘ gò˘˘ dG Iô˘˘ é˘ °ûdG á˘˘ «˘ Mô˘˘ °ùe »˘˘ Ø˘ a

I have constantly realized that when the same

á˘˘ Yƒ˘˘ £˘ ˘≤˘ ˘e ÚH õ˘˘ «˘ ˘«˘ ˘ª˘ ˘à˘ ˘dG ∫Ó˘˘ N ø˘˘ e IÉ˘˘ «◊G Iô˘˘ é˘ ˘°T ø˘˘ Y ¬˘˘ ã˘ ˘ë˘ ˘H ‘ ,á˘˘ «˘q ˘ Mô˘˘ °ùŸG

concerned

and

,ƒ˘˘fÉ˘˘«˘Ñ˘dÉ˘˘c) á˘˘Ø˘∏˘àfl ä’BG ≈˘˘∏˘Y á˘˘ahõ˘˘©˘e QGRƒŸ iô˘˘NGC äÉ˘˘Yƒ˘˘£˘ ≤˘ eh zƒ˘˘æ˘ «˘ ZÉ˘˘HÉ˘˘H{

participate in triggering the discussions, they then

≈≤«°SƒŸG ⁄ÉY Éfƒª∏©àe πNO Gòµgh .(á«≤«°SƒŸG ä’B’G øe ÉgÒZh ,¿ÉªµdGh

show utter wisdom and concern since it is for their

≈≤«°SƒŸG IôbÉÑY óMCG äÉahõ©e øe äÉØ£à≤ŸG ¢†©H ¤EG Gƒaô©Jh
á«µ«°SÓµdG
q
q

own benefit. This proves that despite the fact that

.Ú°ùªÿGh ÚàFÉŸG √OÓ«e iôcòH ΩÉ©dG Gòg πØàëf …òdG zQGRƒe „É¨Ødhh{

people

come

up

to

present

they sometimes try to be a parasite and distract

''IOQhh IOQh ∞˘˘ ˘ ˘dCG '' á˘˘ ˘ ˘«˘ ˘ ˘ ˘Mô˘˘ ˘ ˘ °ùe äÈNCG ,iô˘˘ ˘ ˘ NCG á˘˘ ˘ ˘ ¡˘ ˘ ˘ ˘L ø˘˘ ˘ ˘ eh

others, they in fact have great capabilities. Coming

,Èµàd kÓjƒW QÉ¶àf’G ≥«£J ’ »àdG IÒ¨°üdG IQòÑdG ∂∏J øY Úª∏©àŸG

to the brighter side of the program, we must

∂∏J á≤aGôÃ ÉfQô°S
o .íjôdG ™e ÜÉgòdG π°†ØJh ¢VQC’G ¤G ∫hõædG ¢†aÎa

realize that some people make it very rich by

âbƒ˘˘dG ΩÎë˘˘ f ¿CG É˘˘ æ˘ ˘ª˘ ˘q∏˘ ˘©˘ ˘Jh ,í˘˘ jô˘˘ dG ™˘˘ e É˘˘ ¡˘ ˘JGô˘˘ eÉ˘˘ ¨˘ ˘eh É˘˘ ¡˘ ˘à˘ ˘∏˘ ˘MQ ‘ IQò˘˘ Ñ˘ ˘dG

presenting their ideas, opinions and comments.

íÑ°üàd IQòÑdG É¡H ô“ ¿G Öéj »àdG πMGôŸG á«ªgCG »©f ¿CGh äGÒ¨àdGh

That is what keeps the program going. These people

Éæ«∏Y ¬fCG kÉªFGO ôcòàæd h É¡fGhG ‘ º°SGƒŸG ô¶àæf ¿CG kGPEG º∏©àæ∏a .IOQh

are willing and determined to make a change no

.AÉ°ûJ Ée π©ØJ ΩÉjC’G ´óf ¿CG kÉfÉ«MCG

matter what.
This feeling I kept inside for long, as I sat in

ÒKCÉJh IÒÑc á«ªgC
G ¬d Éæà°SQóe ‘ ‘É≤ãdG èeÉfÈdG q¿CG ó≤àYCG
q
äÉ˘˘jó˘
q ˘ë˘ à˘ dG ø˘˘Wh ‘ ó˘˘¨˘ dG ÜÉ˘˘Ñ˘ °Th Ωƒ˘˘«˘ dG »˘˘ª˘ ∏˘ ©˘ à˘ e É˘˘æ˘ à˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘°üH É˘˘ æ˘ ˘«˘ ˘∏˘ ˘Y m ∫É˘˘ Y

the chair of our auditorium watching each and
every head turn left and right, trying to keep track

É˘˘ ¡˘ ˘Mô˘˘ £˘ ˘J »˘˘ à˘ ˘dG ™˘˘ «˘ ˘°VGƒŸG è˘˘ eÉ˘˘ fÈdG Gò˘˘ g ¢ùµ˘˘ ©˘ ˘j .äÉ˘˘ «˘ ˘dhDƒ˘ ˘ °ùŸGh ÖYÉ˘˘ ˘°üŸGh

of all what's happening. I choose to remain silent,

¬«dEG õeôJ Éeh IÉ«◊G QGô°SCG äÉ«dÉµ°TE
G ∫ƒM Iô◊G
ÉfQÉµaCGh á°†eÉ¨dG ÉæJ’DhÉ°ùJ
q
q

to observe and absorb and weigh, and express

ƒg èeÉfÈdG Gòg q¿CG iQCGh .¥ÓNCGh º«bh óFÉ≤Yh ±GógCGh ÇOÉÑe øe

myself afterwards.

QGô°SCGh IÈN øe IÉ«◊G Éæd ¬ÄÑîJ
Ée Éæd ∞°ûµj »Ø«≤ãJ »¡«LƒJ èeÉfôH
q
l
π˘˘ c ≈˘˘ ∏˘ ˘Y ä’ƒ˘˘ ë˘ ˘à˘q ˘ dG ø˘˘ eR ‘ É˘˘ ¡˘ ˘bQÉ˘˘ Ø˘ ˘eh ÜhQó˘˘ ˘dG É˘˘ ˘æ˘ ˘ d Òæ˘˘ ˘jh ,äÉ˘˘ ˘ª˘ ˘ °Sh

Mira Abou-Hachem - G11H

πLCG øe É¡Áƒ≤Jh á«eƒ«dG
ÉæfhDƒ°T ‘ ≥ª©àf
¿CG Éæd í«àj Éªc ,äÉjƒà°ùŸG
q
q
»àdG á≤«ª©dG OÉ©HC’G √òg AGREG øµdh .á«∏Ñ≤à°ùŸG
ÉæJÉ«M ⁄É©Ÿ π°†aCG º°SQ
q
≈∏Y ¢VôY
o Ée ¿EG ∫ƒ≤dG »æ©°ùj ,áæ°ùdG √ò¡d ‘É≤ãdG èeÉfÈdG É¡∏ªëj
Éæ«WÉ©J ó≤a ;É¡æª°†J
»àdG QÉµaC’G øe ºZôdG ≈∏Y ¬fƒª°†e º∏oX ób ÉæàÑ°ûN
q
É¡qfCÉch É¡d çÎµf º∏a áMhô£ŸG ™«°VGƒŸG QhòL ‘ ≥ª©àf
⁄h ,á«ë£°ùH
¬©e
q
q
.á«eƒ«dG
ÉæJÉ«ëH É¡d ábÓY ’ IóeÉL ™«°VGƒe
q
Éæ∏°UGƒJh ÉæJGQGƒMh ÉæJGAGôb ∞qãµof ¿CG Úª∏©àŸG øëf Éæ«∏Y ÖLƒàj
∂dòd
q
ájôµØdGh
á«aÉ≤ãdG
ÜQÉéàdG
q
q
q πc øe IOÉØà°S’G Éæ«∏Y Éªc .‘É≤qãdGh …ôµØdG
.‘É≤ãdG èeÉfÈdG ∫ÓN ¢Vô©oJ »àdG ∂∏J Éª«°S
q ,á«ª∏©dGh
q
¿É«HP OÉjR
zÜ{ ô°ûY …OÉ◊G ∞°üdG
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PIXELS
What are we but little pixels occupying a tiny part of God’s Creation? Our essence is but a

bunch of abstractions: beliefs, behaviors, talents, cycles, knowledge…What counts are our values

and faith in Him and His wonders. We come, and go, and leave an imprint behind, hoping someone

would pick up from there. We blend, multiply and diminish. We live by this hope, surpassing hardship,

M

and praying that every action will be taken for the sake of the Creation!

ar7aba, shu bye3neelkon hal 2ousloub?

Imagine living with no advanced technology: no

TV, no cellular phones, no Internet. Many will find it hard
to survive, right?
The luxury of technology has been taking over our
lives for quite some time; however, few agree that it may
Dimitri Sayegh - G12 SE

backfire at us in the future if it develops out of control.

language and culture? The purpose of this essay is to

T

show you what the arguments for and against this

To put together a picture that would last forever

approach are all about.

Of

Consider this article’s title. This is the writing mode used
in chatting and in text messaging and it’s spreading

he Missing Pixel

quite fast. Do you think this is a potential threat to our

Teenagers,

especially

chatters,

support

In

our

all

differences,

shapes

and

we

sizes

come

that

come

together
to

mind

A formation of an imprint humanity leaves behind.

this

technique. Their outlooks basically state that this whole

Yet

when

all

the

method was developed to make chatting easier and more

One

very

miniscule

parts
part

have
has

been
been

collected
neglected

It fits in the middle, the only one with straight sides

fun to use since typing Arabic characters can be quite

But its place in the structure is hollow.

complex to some. They also argue that this form of

Many of our actions have accumulated to its loss

typing is not meant to be formal in the first place, and

Such as fighting over control

thus it doesn’t pose a problem. It’s as if we invented a

and who should be the boss

new method to communicate in our own language, thus

The wars and destruction that we have created

reflecting our resourcefulness and creativity.

Are because of power and hatred.

On the other hand, some people argue that this

When this search finally dawns to an end

originated because certain chatting programs are not

The result is a structure in which we all blend and the

Arabic enabled, as they were established in the west. So

middle piece keeps us united in harmony; Regardless of

this method is used as an alternative to Arabic. Here,

our

differences,

we

will

there exist complaints about the fact that Arabs are

A

considered as followers in this sense because they are not
acknowledged in Western technology and they are
believed to contribute very little to it. Typing Arabic
characters can be just as easy as typing in English once
someone practices it over and over. Yet, will anyone

be

one

for

eternity.

Tala Kardas - G10 B

Tick and a Tock
A magical tick that turns tadpoles into frogs,

princesses into maids, mountains to red rivers,

bother to start typing in Arabic after he/ she got used to

breadcrumbs into gold, dollars into ashes, sorrows

typing in English and using the above mentioned method?

into memories, dreams into dust, life into pixels…

This is a constant controversy. Is typing the

A haughty tock which hits and simultaneously

Arabic language in English characters a method that

strikes a man’s nerves; an everlasting enemy, a

facilitates our lives or does it strip us of our language

materializing friend, a motivation into the unknown,

which is our cultural essence? It’s left for us to decide

a leader into the future, a source of prestige…

and act accordingly, and it’s about time we take a stand.

A tick which circles for as long as time

We should realize that we are capable of

cannot run, over and over again, periodically, until

innovating and contributing rather than merely

it tocks, leaning over my back, with pride, laughing

adopting and adapting.

out loud, “your time is up!”

Laure Makarem and Omar Daou

Dima Rashid

G9 B

G12 GS
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PIXELS

T

he Kordz: pixels in “Interaction”
They started out as members of the 92-93

AUB music club. “People in the club sing, play,
perform, and then just quit once they graduate…”
argues Moe, the lead singer of The Kordz. “The
difference between us and them is that we chose to
commit and to maintain no matter what,” he adds.
When asked about the members of the band, Moe

Moustapha Shaaban - G12 GS

highlighted the importance of each and everyone.

A

“Each member of the band adds his own artistic
touch on our music and performances,” argues Moe.
All the members were behind the motivation
of their hit single “Last Call” which was released in
Lebanon and France and proved to be a success. He

Movie about Lebanon
Bosta is not just a movie about a group of

dancer friends reunited to dance after the war.

argues that the song was a very rewarding

Zooming into the smallest pixel, one realizes that it

accomplishment.

represents Lebanon, in all its aspects and regions. The

When asked about where the idea of the

people in the Bosta have nothing in common but their

song came about, Moe said that it was originally

talents and association with the Lebanese Dabké.

recorded as a potential sound track for the movie

The Bosta, we are told, was manufactured in

“RollerBall”. After it was not included in the

the year 1943, thus depicting with perfection a

soundtrack, the song stayed “in the drawer” two

country on the road to independence.

years before it was released. The song was produced

Subsequently, some members of the Dabké

over a single weekend.

group try to enforce a “Digi” touch, where the

This proves that when someone determines

Dabké steps are merged with some western/ techno

to finalize something, they will be able to do that if

moves, and so is the music. They were fighting for

they direct all their efforts towards it. The song

adding a foreign twist to the mentioned traditional

attained the status of a bestselling single. Its

dance. Through the course of the movie, the idea of

oriental aspect spiced it up and contributed to its

the

success.

Digi-Dabké

induces

contradictory

feelings

among group members, each with his/ her own

Some people still find it hard to believe that

worries and opinions.

this oriental/ rock combination is the product of a

The Digi factor was rather supposed to add

purely Lebanese band. “We insisted on adding the

some

Oriental touch that makes us unique,” says Moe.

flavor

to

the

performance

instead

of

dissecting the group. Disputes may lead to the

The track has a deceptively tranquil opening

aggravation of conflict, and the result is war! Yet,

with the sound of a violin to resemble the sound of

we are guided through the characers’ quest into

the rababa and a background distortion. Then

resolving their conflic. The group decides to defy

suddenly, an alternative rock touch breaks out. It’s

hardship and to crown their Bosta with something

a smooth fluctuation between oriental romance

authentic and precious.

and western rock music.

Nadine Tayyour

Moe points out that Lebanon doesn’t give

G12 HP

bands which don’t sing mainstream music the
opportunity to flourish as desired and this is why
none of the band members could afford to be a full

in one country. It’s not just about us being from the

time musician.

Arab world. It’s about people- everywhere- this
entire universal thing.”

However, he is convinced that good music
imposes itself on the individual. The Kordz are

The Kordz have succeeded to bring worlds-

thrilled that they have created something new

apart together through their music, even through a

instead of being followers.

single song.

Rana Abi Abdalla
G12 SE

Moe concludes, “It’s not just about one band
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M

elting Pot or Salad Bowl?

A

Tiny creature... A Breathtaking Trip
A turtle is believed to be slow, shy and

In an attempt to examine learners’ views about

ignorant to some. The slightest movement or sound

the future of the world we conducted a poll among

would startle her, and she would immediately bury

G12 learners who were introduced with two models

her head and her limbs in her shell. But the turtle

which tried to anticipate what our future “globe”

this time decided to defy and face her fears. She

would look like.

wanted to wander around her country, Lebanon, to

The theories are rooted in the fact that
various

technological

breakthroughs

observe and get to better know it. It was a sunny

(Internet,

winter

day,

right

after

the

rainstorm

has

cellular phones,…) have inevitably brought the

surrendered and retreated. She walked slowly,

various countries of the world closer to each other.

leaving a footprint on the snow and on the wet

As a result, the first model suggests that our future

grass. She roamed, silently, slowly, taking in every

globe would look like a Melting Pot. It pictures the

scene, every sound, and every smell. The turtle saw

world as a cake, a new product with unique

beautiful landscapes getting ready to wear their

characteristics that are different from those of its

green glittery gowns. She came across rocky

ingredients. The countries of the world will blend and

mountains with unbelievable shapes and sizes. She

merge to become a new country with new traits and

kept on walking and didn’t stop, reflecting on the

a new culture.

beauty she had missed out on before she decided to

The second proposed model is the “Salad

get out of her shell and take the chance to see what

Bowl”. Cheerleaders of this theory agree that the

she has missed out on. It has been said that “the

world will succeed to become one unit, a “pleasant

treasures of life are hidden in God’s smallest and

combination”, yet each country or each “ingredient”

weakest creations.” The tiny turtle has made the

would preserve its own characteristics.

effort to witness what no one else had seen. Her trip

Apart from these two models, we had to include an

was never-ending. There is much more to see. She

alternative in the poll which highlights the fact that

kept going. She thought that the wonderful nature

there are many countries in conflict and they will

of Lebanon is a priority for anyone to see before

remain so and will never come together as a

searching for beauty somewhere else.

“pleasant combination”.

U

As a result, only 9% of the learners hoped that
the world will become a melting pot. In the course of
the discussion however, they said that this model,
like

every

other,

has

its

advantages

Lama Fadda - Gr 12 HP

unique

All humans are pixels of the same picture,

and

They all lust for the same future,

disadvantages as it will always be nice to have

Some are really annoying,

different countries to visit and learn about. 38% of

Others are unnaturally amusing.

the learners were rather pessimistic, and choose the

Some are soul mates,
It’s in the hand of fate.

alternative argument expecting that the world will

Many are like valuable gems,

never be free of conflicts.
The

Salad

Bowl

model

got

the

They are too perfect to let us get to them.

highest

There are few with hearts of gold,

percentage -53%- where learners insisted that when

But most humans carry a heart stone cold.

countries join together in a pleasant combination,
each

will

preserve

its

own

culture

Even though we differ in our personality,

and

We all live in the same reality.

characteristics.

You may find many who are romantic,

This relatively higher percentage reflected the

You may find many who are poetic.

fact that our learners are hopeful that the countries

But our goal is the same,

of the world will resolve their conflicts one day and

We are not after the fame.

that “World Peace” is actually attainable!

You see, our personality is what makes us unique,

The global picture can be constructed, and

Put us all together, we’ll be complete.

each pixel would be independent and different, yet,

Dania Ghalayini - G9 B

coherent and crucial.
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